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Abstract—Motion capture (mocap) systems have been widely
used to collect various human behavior data. Despite existing
numerous research efforts on mocap motion processing and
understanding, to the best of our knowledge, to date few works
have been dedicated to the investigation into whether the mocap human behavior data can be further enhanced to improve
its perception. In this work, we investigate whether and how it
is feasible to consistently manipulate mocap emotional head
motion to enhance its perceived expressiveness. Our study
relies on a mocap audiovisual dataset acquired in a laboratory
setting. Participants are invited to view the animation clips
of a virtual talking character displaying the original mocap
head motion or manipulated head motion, and then to rate
their perceived expressiveness. Statistical analysis of the rated
perceptions shows that humans are sensitive to the mean of
head pitch rotation (called up-down rotation) in an utterance
and that the expressiveness of emotion could be improved by
adjusting the mean of head pitch rotation in an utterance.

1. Introduction
While the explicit channel (linguistic) of human communication has been widely studied through speech signal
analysis and synthesis [1], the implicit one (paralinguistic)
that is responsible of transmitting a complex set of signals
encoding the speaker’s emotional state and other hidden
meaning beyond the spoken content [2], still presents many
unexplored aspects. The signals through the implicit channel
are able to augment the comfort level and to improve the
effectiveness of human-computer interaction. Recently, the
consumer market of human-computer interaction has been
rapidly growing. Hence, it has become more and more
important to understand face-to-face human communication.
To better investigate nonverbal behaviors in the implicit
channel, mocap human behavior data has been increasingly
used to carry out various research studies. For example,
a large number of research efforts have been attempted
to learn the relationships between nonverbal behaviors and
speech signals and then to utilize the learned relationships
to automatically produce human-like animations for virtual
characters uttering even with emotions, including facial
expressions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8], head movements [9] [10]
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[11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [7] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21]
[22] [23], and hand gestures [24] [25] [26] [27] [28]. In
these works, often the mocap human movement data is by
default considered as the gold standard. However, the quality
of mocap human movement data essentially depends on the
qualities of the mocap performer including expressiveness,
naturalness, etc.
In this work, we investigate whether and how we can
consistently manipulate mocap emotional head motion for
the purpose of perceptual enhancement. Specifically, we use
an audiovisual dataset consisting of four typical emotions
including neutral, sadness, happiness, and anger. This study
is carried out by adjusting the mean of head pitch rotation
in an utterance. The averaged value ranges from −15◦
(towards down) to 15◦ (towards up). The head motion
data with and without adjusted values is used to animate
a human-like virtual character [29]. Then, participants are
invited to rate the level of perceived emotion when viewing
the head movements of the virtual talking character. Our
experimental results show certain consistent manipulations
of mocap emotional head motion can measurably improve
its perceived expressiveness.
Our study consists of three inter-related user studies:
an experimental user study, a validation user study, and
an exploratory user study. The experimental user study is
conducted to infer the optimal mean of head pitch rotation in
an utterance for four emotions (neutral, sadness, happiness,
and anger), respectively. Then the validation user study is
carried out to validate those optimal values refined from
the experimental user study. The audiovisual data used in
the experimental and the validation user studies is captured
from the same subject. Finally, the exploratory user study is
conducted to explore whether the obtained optimal values
can be generalized, to a certain extent, to other individuals.

2. Experimental User Study
An audiovisual dataset consisting of the simultaneously
captured head movements and speech of a subject is used
in the experimental user study. It contains 440 audiovisual
sequences (110 sentences × 4 types of emotion) from a professional actress who was instructed to utter 110 sentences

Figure 1: Reference image (front view and side view) of
head pitch rotation ranging from −15◦ , −10◦ , −5◦ , 0◦ , 5◦ ,
10◦ , and 15◦ .
with four common emotions including neutral, sadness, happiness, and anger, respectively. Each audiovisual utterance
is comprised of speech audio signal and 3-dimensional head
rotation angles. The utterance length ranges from 1.11s to
10.96s (Mean = 3.32; Std = 1.67).
During the dataset recording, the actress did not receive any specific instructions about how to move her head
during speaking. She wore a headband with four attached
markers. Three MoCap cameras were set up to track the
3-dimensional position of each marker at 120 frames per
second. While speaking, a microphone was used to record
her speech signals at 48 kHz. In the data processing, the
recorded 3-dimensional positions of the head markers were
used to compute the corresponding 3-dimensional rotation
angles (i.e., pitch, roll and yaw) of head movement.
As the first step, our work is dedicated to looking into
the mean of head pitch rotation denoted as pam , which refers
to as the static feature of head motion. We investigate pam
from −15◦ to 15◦ with a step size of 5◦ , where 0◦ denotes
face straight. In total, pam has seven candidates visualized
in Figure 1. To figure out the impact of pam on perception,
twelve audiovisual sequences were selected from the dataset.
They consist of three randomly selected sentences uttered
four times with the four emotions.
In the experimental user study, the mean of head pitch
rotation is first calculated from the head motions of the
twelve utterances and then substituted with pam . Note that
no other operation is performed on head pitch rotation, and
no operation is performed on head roll and yaw rotation
values as well as speech audio signals.
The experimental user study is designed to investigate
the differences among the seven conditions of pam . In the
user study, a virtual character [29] is used to display the 3dimensional head rotation data under the seven conditions.
So, for each utterance, seven animation clips are made under
the seven conditions but with the same original speech
audio. In total, 84 animation clips (3 sentences × 4 emotions
× 7 conditions) were created.
In each animation clip, the virtual character displays
head animation and simultaneously utters the corresponding
speech audio. To avoid unnecessary visual distractions on
participants, the facial expression region (including the eye
region) and the mouth region are intentionally masked with
mosaic. Figure 3 shows the masked virtual character.
In the user study, 25 participants were recruited and
asked to view all the 84 animation clips with the aid of an

Figure 2: Perception of emotion rated by participants. For
each emotion, the point(s) with the highest value(s) is
marked with circles. Particularly, no significant difference is
statistically found between the two circled points for neutral
and happiness. More details about statistically significant
differences can be found in Table 1.
online webpage interface. Each webpage encloses one animation clip that conveys a specific emotion. After viewing
each animation clip as many times as the participant wants,
he/she is asked to rate the level of the specific emotion using
a 5-points Likert scale.
Figure 2 shows the averaged scores rated by the participants for the four emotions. We are interested in pam with
the highest score(s) only. To learn about it, a two-tailed t-test
is applied to seven scores under each condition of pam . The
t-test allows us to pick out pam with the highest score(s) by
verifying statistical difference between the averaged scores.
The results of statistical difference are shown in Table 1.
For neutral and happiness, the two highest scores are
observed. They are 0◦ and 5◦ . No statistical difference is
found between 0◦ and 5◦ . The scores of 0◦ and 5◦ are
statistically higher than the others. This means that the
expressiveness of neutral or happiness can be enhanced most
by pam valued at 0◦ or 5◦ . For sadness/anger, −15◦ /0◦
is observed as the value of pam with the highest score.
The score of −15◦ /0◦ is statistically higher than the others.
This means that the expressiveness of sadness/anger can
be enhanced most by pam valued at −15◦ /0◦ . The highest
scores above are marked by circles in Figure 2.
Considering that the above results are refined from only
three sentences uttered with four different emotions, another
user study is conducted to further validate these values of
pam with the highest score(s) by comparing them with the
pam of MoCap data (the original data), which is described
below.

3. Validation User Study
To validate the values of Pam with the highest score(s),
we formulate the hypotheses below:

TABLE 1: Statistical analysis results through a two-tailed ttest on perception of neutral (Neu), sadness (sad), happiness
(hap) and anger (ang). - marks no significant difference.
* marks p<.05 and ** marks p<.01. This table reports tvalues of the statistical results about the significant differences between the condition(s) of pam with the highest value
and the others. The condition(s) of pam with the highest
value is marked with circle(s) in Figure 2.
Neu
0◦
5◦

Sad
−15◦
Hap
0◦
5◦

Ang
0◦

•

•

−15◦
8.23
**
7.70
**
−15◦

−15◦
5.11
**
5.40
**
−15◦
5.23
**

−10◦
7.16
**
6.62
**
−10◦
2.47
*
−10◦
2.76
**
2.89
**
−10◦
2.70
**

−5◦
2.86
**
2.46
*
−5◦
2.63
**
−5◦
2.16
*
2.27
*
−5◦
2.23
*

0◦

-0.33
0◦
5.09
**
0◦

0
0◦

5◦
0.33
-

5◦
6.68
**
5◦
0
-

5◦
2.00
*

10◦
2.33
*
1.96
*
10◦
6.72
**
10◦
1.70
2.29
*
10◦
3.12
**

15◦
3.85
**
3.43
**
15◦
7.87
**
15◦
2.11
*
2.20
*
15◦
3.6
**

H-Neu/H-Hap: a virtual character animated by pam
at 0◦ or 5◦ is perceived as more neutral/happier than
that animated by the original emotional mocap head
motion.
H-Sad/H-Ang: a virtual character animated by pam
at −15◦ /0◦ is perceived as sadder/angrier than that
animated by the original emotional mocap head motion.

To test the above hypotheses, we compare the original
emotional mocap head motion with its variation(s) through a
virtual character. The variation(s) refers to the head motion
whose average pitch rotation angle is substituted with the
above values of pam (see the above hypotheses). These
hypotheses are validated if the virtual character displaying
the variation(s) is perceived as more neutral, sadder, happier,
or angrier than that displaying the original data.
The validation user study is conducted through an online
website to compare the virtual character animated with the
original data and with its variation(s), respectively. The used
virtual character is the same as the one in the experimental
user study. 28 audiovisual sequences are randomly selected
from the same dataset that is employed in the experimental
user study. They are comprised of 7 sentences uttered with
the four emotions and do not contain any of those utterances
used in the experimental user study.
Each comparison set contains several (2 or 3 in this
study) animation clips with the same speech audio, displaying the original head motion and its variation(s), respectively. Particularly, each comparison set contains three
animation clips of virtual character for neutral and happiness
and two clips for sadness and anger. The animation clips
in a comparison set are randomly arranged into a row in
a webpage. The participant can freely view the animation

Figure 3: A snapshot of the webpage used in the validation
user study. Three candidate animation clips of the virtual
character are used for neutral/happiness and two ones are
used for anger/sadness.
clips in one webpage as many times as he/she wants. The
participant is explicitly informed of the specific emotion
conveyed through the original audiovisual data. Then he/she
is invited to cast a vote for the animation clip best conveying
the specified emotion among those in one webpage. Figure
3 shows a snapshot of the validation user study webpage.
Each comparison set was judged and voted a total of
40 times by 40 participants. We counted the number of
the received votes for each animation clip that was picked
as the best one by the participants. Considering three (or
two) candidate animation clips for neutral and happiness
(or sadness and anger), the formulated hypotheses can be
validated if the number of votes for picking the animation
clips with the variation is statistically higher than 13.3
(13.3=40 × 31 refers to the baseline votes) for neutral and
happiness and 20 (20=40 × 12 refers to the baseline votes)
for sadness and anger.
To test the statistical differences of the recorded votes
from the baseline votes, the 95% confidence interval for each
emotion is estimated by calculating the following equation:
r
p(1 − p) 0.5
p ± Z.95
±
(1)
N
N
where p is the percentage of the votes for picking the
animation clips animated with the original data or the
variation(s); Z.95 is 1.96, representing the 95% confidence
interval; and N is 40, the total number of the participants.
To correct for the fact that the discrete distribution used in
our work is approximated with a continuous distribution,
0.5
N is subtracted from the low limit and added to the
upper limit of the interval [30]. Figure 4 illustrates the 95%
confidence intervals for each emotion. From this figure,
the 95% confidence intervals are higher than the baseline
proportions (66.6% = 40 × 23 for neutral and happiness and
50% = 40 × 12 for sadness and anger). These observations
validate our hypotheses H-Neu/H-Hap and H-Sad/H-Ang.
To better understand whether the variation data improves
the perception of emotion for each sentence, Figure 5 shows
the number of votes for the animation clips animated with
the original mocap data and with the variation data, for each
sentence. In terms of sadness and anger, the variation data is
voted for more than the baseline votes in all the utterances.

Figure 4: The 95% confidence intervals in the validation user
study (V.U.S). This figure demonstrates the 95% confidence
intervals for each emotion. The dash lines highlight the
baseline proportion. The hollow and solid circles mark the
intervals of selecting the animation clips with the original
data and with its variation(s), respectively.

Figure 6: The relationship between Vh and Dh−v . Vh refers
to the votes for the animation clip animated with the original
head motion data; Dh−v refers to the difference in the
average pitch rotation value between the original data and
the variation data. ∗ marks the animation clips animated
with the original data that have more votes than the baseline
votes, which is 13.3 for neutral and happiness and 20 for
sadness and anger.
is approximate to the variation data (that is, Dh−v is close
to 0), their values of Vh would be close to each other and
about the baseline votes. It explains why the original data
is selected slightly more than the baseline votes in those
utterances with ∗. The observations in Figures 4 and 6 are
in line with the validated hypotheses.
Our validation user study confirms the findings of the
optimal values of Pam from the experimental user study.
The two user studies rely on the same dataset where the
audiovisual utterances are collected from the same subject.
To further generalize these findings to other individuals, we
conducted another user study based on another dataset (i.e.,
the recorded audiovisual data of other subjects).

Figure 5: Votes for selecting the animation clips animated
with the original mocap head motion data and with the
variation data in the validation user study (V.U.S). The
horizonal dash lines highlight the baseline votes which is
13.3 for neutral and happiness (one out of three), and 20 for
sadness and anger (one out of two). ∗ denotes the animation
clip animated with the original mocap head motion data
selected more than the baseline votes.

In terms of neutral and happiness, the variation data is voted
for more than the baseline votes in five utterances, and fewer
than those in the other two utterances (marked with ∗ in
Figure 5).
To explain the observations of the ∗ marked utterances
in Figure 5, we look into the number of votes for selecting
the animation clip animated with the original mocap data,
Vh , and the difference in the pitch rotation value between the
original data and the variation data, Dh−v . Dh−v is 0 when
the averaged pitch rotation values in the original data and
the variation data are the same. Figure 6 illustrates Vh along
with Dh−v in an increasing order. As can be seen in this
figure, Dh−v is smaller than 4◦ for the utterances marked
with ∗ in Figure 5. In particular, neutral and happiness,
Dh−v for the utterances with ∗ is smaller than that for the
others. It suggests that, when the original head motion data

4. Exploratory User Study
An exploratory user study is conducted to investigate
whether the above findings can be reasonably generalized
to other individuals. The user study relies on another audiovisual dataset [31] recording the audiovisual data from eight
female and six male participants. The participants are invited
to utter twelve sentences two times, one with the neutral
state and the other with an emotional state. While uttering
with the emotional state, they are instructed to spontaneously
utter the sentences. In other words, the utterance recorded in
the dataset [31] may convey hybrid emotions (e.g. mixing of
happy and surprise, or mixing of anger and sad). This differs
from the dataset used in the experimental and the validation
user studies. Since those findings are inferred from the
audiovisual data of a female actress, our exploratory user
study employs female data only in [31].
We choose twenty-eight audiovisual sequences of the
female participants in the dataset [31]: seven sequences for
neutral, sadness, happiness, and anger, respectively. As done
in the validation user study, a few candidate animation clips,
which display either the original mocap head motion data or
the variation data, are produced for each selected utterance.
40 participants are invited to select the best one among the
candidate animation clips in one comparison set. The other

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Figure 7: The 95% confidence intervals in the exploratory
user study. This figure illustrates the 95% confidence interval for each emotion. The dash vertical lines denote the
reference percentages. The hollow and solid circles mark
the intervals of selecting the animation clips animated with
the original MoCap data and with the manipulated pitch
rotation, respectively.

While the previous work [32] has suggested that the
mean of head pitch rotation is related to the discourse
function (for example, a conversational agent may look
up for questions), our work shows that the mean of head
pitch rotation is helpful to enhance the expressiveness of
emotion. Our user study results together show that humans
are sensitive to the static head pitch rotation and are able
to decode the emotion information from the static head
pitch rotation. Also, our results show that the expressiveness
of emotion of virtual characters could be improved from
mocap head motion by properly manipulating head pitch
rotation including towards straight or sightly up for neutral
and happiness, towards straight for anger, and towards down
for sadness. Particularly, our main findings are summarized
below:
•
•

•

•

•

Figure 8: The numbers of user votes for the clips animated
with the original mocap data and with the variation data in
the exploratory user study (E.U.S). The dash lines denote the
baseline votes. ∗ marks the clips animated with the original
mocap data that have more votes than the baseline votes.

procedure details of the exploratory user study are the same
as those of the validation user study.
The results of the exploratory user study are illustrated
in Figures 7 and 8. As can be observed in Figure 7, the
95% confidence intervals are clearly higher than the baseline
percentages for all the four emotions. This observation is in
line with the hypotheses verified in the validation user study.
Figure 8 provides more detailed analysis of the user
votes for each utterance. The results show that more utterances are perceived more neutral, sadder, happier, and
angrier with the variation data than with the original mocap
data, including 5 out of 7 in the neutral case and 6 out of
7 in the cases of sadness, happiness, and anger. ∗ marks
the animation clips displaying the original mocap data that
have more votes than the baseline votes. Different from
the validation user study, we fail to use the relationships
between Vh and Dh−v to well explain the ∗ cases in the
exploratory user study (refer to Figures 5 and 6).

•

Static Motion: The mean of head pitch rotation has
impact on its expressiveness.
Perception: Humans are sensitive to the mean of
head pitch rotation in terms of emotion perception;
and the perceptual sensitivity is no more than 5◦ .
Expressiveness: Emotional head motions could be
adjusted with consistent manipulation to enhance the
expressiveness.
Neutral and Happiness: The expressiveness of neutral and happiness can be enhanced by adjusting
the average head pitch rotation straight (e.g. 0◦ ) or
slightly up (e.g. 5◦ ).
Sadness: The expressiveness of sadness can be enhanced by adjusting the mean of head pitch rotation
towards down (e.g. −15◦ ).
Anger: The expressiveness of anger can be enhanced
by adjusting the mean of head pitch rotation towards
straight (e.g. 0◦ ).

The exploratory user study results show that the votes
for the variation data are higher than the baseline votes for
the four emotions when taking into account all the seven
chosen utterances. It appears that the consistent manipulations of head pitch rotation are not strictly validated for
other individuals. This may be explained by the differences
between the two used datasets. The consistent manipulations
are inferred from a professional actress who is instructed to
utter sentences with one typical emotion (could be neutral,
sadness, anger, or happiness) each time. The professional
actress is probably more skilled at encoding emotion information into the audiovisual signals than non-professional
participants. It is reasonable to assume that the audiovisual
data from this actress is able to fully convey one emotion of
four. Since the actress is not asked to spontaneously utter the
sentences, she may probably pay much attention to how to
distinguish the four emotions from each other. This means
that she probably conveys the specified emotion fully in
an utterance while skillfully excluding other emotions in
the utterance. On the other hand, in the dataset used in the
exploratory user study, non-professional subjects are invited

to utter sentences spontaneously, which suggests the audiovisual data may convey the mixing of multiple emotions in
an utterance. This could explain certain differences between
the exploratory user study results and the validation user
study results.
Our work provides the early experimental evidence that
certain consistent manipulations of the averaged head pitch
rotation could improve the emotional perception of some
subjects, but it has not been strictly validated with a general dataset. Therefore, currently we cannot generalize this
finding to emotional mocap head motion of any subjects.
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